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SOLUTION BRIEF

ACHIEVE COMPLIANCE,
SECURITY, COST CONTAINMENT
AND OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY

HOW PING AND IDENTROPY
WORK TOGETHER

At its heart, identity and access management (IAM) is

programs, using a strong consultative approach that takes

a business process issue, not a technology problem.

customers’ unique requirements and constraints into account and

Following a “process first, technology second” approach

shapes the delivery approach to maximize ROI. Ping Identity helps

helps enterprises zero in on core business requirements,

enterprises going through digital transformations enhance their

allowing you to select and implement the appropriate

security posture by improving their authentication, authorization

technologies to address those needs. For IAM, those

and API capabilities.

Identropy provides customers with a holistic view of their IAM

technologies require a flexible, high-performance
solution that provides single sign-on (SSO), multi-factor

When paired, Identropy and Ping offer a comprehensive identity

authentication (MFA) and access security across all

solution that increases workforce productivity and the customer

of your digital properties; unifies and secures identity-

experience with a frictionless transition from legacy systems.

centric customer data (directory); and manages customer

Identropy + Ping offers clients the ability to reduce security risk

consent to meet privacy regulations (data governance).

and ensure compliance with Ping’s world-class identity solutions

It also requires a partner with deep experience mitigating

and Identropy’s ‘Plan, Build, Run’ methodology, a three-phased

security threats and ensuring compliance, increasing

approach that helps customers achieve compliance, security,

enterprise agility and flexibility, and modernizing legacy

cost containment and operational reliability:

IAM solutions to increase user productivity.
The combination of Ping Identity + Identropy provides
a path forward for clear alignment of technology
capabilities with your strategic vision, helping your
organization build and maintain successful workforce and
customer identity management programs so that you can
securely connect to cloud, mobile, SaaS and on-premises
applications and APIs. It gives you an effortless avenue
for any user to access the systems and data they need,
while allowing you to leverage identity intelligence and
adaptive authentication to prevent security breaches,
manage sensitive data and improve user engagement by
optimizing both security and convenience.
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

•

to date on the latest versions of identity management

Identropy understands how identity plays a critical role in an
organization’s security program, and Ping Identity’s intelligent
identity products are essential to a mature security program.

technology in the marketplace.
•

Simplified authentication and authorization policies
to help you mitigate security threats and ensure

Combined, they enable you to gain:

compliance while increasing convenience.
•

•

A high level of knowledge and skill that keeps you up

The ability to accelerate cloud adoption with an IAM

Workforce and customer identity and access

solution that simplifies the migration of resources

management solutions that leverage in-depth product

across cloud, SaaS and on-premises environments,

knowledge, a culture of innovation and decades of

including the ability to manage IAM how and where

accumulated expertise.

you want, making adjustments as needed.
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SUCCESS STORY
A large pharmaceutical company chose Identropy partnered with Ping Identity, using PingFederate, PingOne and PingID to provide
robust identity solutions for their global workforce and partner ecosystem—which ensured a smooth transition and frictionless
migration while improving workforce and partner productivity.
Use cases include enhanced SSO and MFA capabilities for internal users, legacy application integrations for the company’s
manufacturing division, and federated access capabilities to support streamlined clinical trials. Additionally, the company engaged in
a professional services engagement in which Identropy and Ping co-deliver an architecture/design/implementation engagement.

Ping Identity

Identropy

Ping Identity is pioneering Intelligent Identity. We help

Identropy’s proven ‘Plan, Build, Run’ approach has helped

enterprises achieve Zero Trust identity-defined security
and more personalized, streamlined user experiences.

customers build and maintain successful identity and access
management programs for over 10 years. Identropy has
pioneered the development of a model that balances business
needs, security best practices and operational requirements.

For more information about how Ping Identity and Identropy joint solutions can help your business, contact Ping or Identropy.

Ping Identity envisions a digital world powered by intelligent identity. We help enterprises achieve Zero Trust identity-defined security and more personalized, streamlined user experiences.
The Ping Intelligent Identity Platform provides customers, employees and partners with access to cloud, mobile, SaaS and on-premises applications and APIs, while also managing identity and
profile data at scale. Over half of the Fortune 100 choose us for our identity expertise, open standards leadership, and partnership with companies including Microsoft, Amazon and Google.
We provide flexible options to extend hybrid IT environments and accelerate digital business initiatives with multi-factor authentication, single sign-on, access management, intelligent API
security, directory and data governance capabilities. Visit www.pingidentity.com.
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